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Telmar announces the release of Cluster+, a new segmentation module for SurveyTime.  

The goal of cluster analysis in marketing is to accurately segment customers in order to achieve more effective 
customer marketing via personalization. Telmar’s Cluster+ module offers a quick and easy method of grouping 
respondents into similar attitudinal or behavioural types. 

Cluster groups allow better customer modelling and predictive analytics. They can also be used to target customers 
with offers and incentives personalized to their needs and preferences. 

Cluster segments assist in better customer modelling and predictive analytics, and are also are used to target 
customers with offers and incentives personalized to their wants, needs and preferences. 

Cluster+ identifies a number of distinct groups or personas, creating each cluster with its own set of attitudes, 
behaviour patterns and media preferences.   

The process of creating clusters with Cluster+ is made as easy as possible for the end user. It does not require 
advanced knowledge of statistics, other than an understanding basic concepts such as averages and variance. A 
recommended number of clusters is presented as a starting point: 

 

 

 

https://www.optimove.com/download/guide-advanced-customer-segmentation
https://www.optimove.com/learning-center/predictive-behavior-modeling
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Here is an example of Energy Drink users clustered into five distinct groups, using Internet attitudinal statements: 

 

     

 
 

 
 
Features and benefits of Cluster+ include: 
 
• New HTML user interface     
• Report recommending the optimal number of clusters 
• Statistics showing best individual variables 
• Easy to interpret results 

• Option to switch from tabular report to charts in 
one click 

• Excel Export of Clusters 
• Cluster export to SurveyTime for further analysis

 


